Flugnir Evaluation

Country: US - Show number: 01 - 09.06.2007

Judge 1: Marlise Grimm
Judge 2: Barbara Frische
Other employees: Bernie Willis

Sires 7 years and older

**IS1998187062 Adam from Kvíarhóli**
Color: 6400 Red dun no markings
Breeder(s): Gunnar Andri Sigtryggsson
Owner(s): Lori B. Leo
F: IS1994158700 Keilir from Miðsitju
Ff: IS1974158602 Ófeigur from Flugumýri
Fm: IS1977257141 Krafla from Sauðárkróki
M: IS1986258842 Toppa from Viðivöllum
Mf: IS19ZZ158440 Vindur from Sólheimagerði
Mm: IS1982257071 Ósk from Viðivöllum
Measure: 135 - 127 - 134 - 62 - 134 - 37 - 47 - 44 - 6,7 - 29,0 - 19,0
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 9,0 - L.h.: 8,4
Conformation: 7,5 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 7,5 = 7,87
Rideability: 8,5 - 9,0 - 8,5 - 7,5 - 9,0 - 8,5 - 6,5 = 8,54
**Overall score: 8,27**
Slow tölt: 8,0      Canter: 7,5
Rider: Sigrun Brynjarsdottir

**IS1997186708 Týr from Árbakka**
Color: 2530 Black with snip
Breeder(s): Anders Hansen
Owner(s): G. Peturson and V&B Crawford
F: IS1991186701 Álfarleggur from Árbakka
Ff: IS1972158589 Bylur from Kolkuósi
Fm: IS1986266007 Kolbrá from Tungu
M: IS1970258992 Hrönn from Kolkuósi
Mf: IS1962158589 Stígandi from Kolkuósi
Mm: IS19ZZ258548 Brana from Kolkuósi
Measure: 136 - 129 - 134 - 63 - 136 - 38 - 45 - 41 - 6,5 - 28,0 - 17,0
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 9,0 - L.h.: 8,9
Conformation: 8,5 - 8,5 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 7,5 - 7,5 - 7,5 - 8,0 = 8,07
Rideability: 8,5 - 8,0 - 8,5 - 8,0 - 8,5 - 8,5 - 7,0 = 8,36
**Overall score: 8,25**
Slow tölt: 8,5      Canter: 8,5
Rider: Gudmar Petursson
US1996100843 Herkir from Northstar
Color: 2200 Brown no markings
Breeder(s): Lanny L. Carroll
Owner(s): Lanny L. Carroll
F: IS1991186919 Ásaþór from Feti
Ff: IS1988158714 Kraflar from Miðsitju
Fm: IS1984258260 Ásdís from Neðra-Ási
M: IS1988255490 Albína from Ytri-Völlum
Mf: IS1985155471 Frosti from Ytri-Völlum
Mm: IS19AA255197 Ljósbrá from Hvöli
Measure: 138 - 129 - 136 - 61 - 139 - 46 - 43 - 6,5 - 30,0 - 18,0
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 9,0 - L.h.: 8,3
Conformation: 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,0 - 8,0 - 8,5 - 7,5 - 8,5 - 8,5 = 8,06
Rideability: 7,0 - 7,0 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 7,0 = 7,40
Overall score: 7,67
Slow tölt: 7,5      Canter: 8,0
Rider: Gudmar Petursson

US1999101398 Leistur from Northstar
Color: 3300 Bay no markings
Breeder(s): Lanny L. Carroll
Owner(s): Lanny L. Carroll
F: IS1986177004 Þokki from Bjarnanesi 1
Ff: IS1983177180 Stormur from Bjarnanesi 1
Fm: IS1975285001 Gláma from Eyjarhólum
M: IS1993286920 Beygja from Feti
Mf: IS1988158714 Kraflar from Miðsitju
Mm: IS1980287054 Freisting from Nautaflötum
Measure: 134 - 127 - 135 - 61 - 140 - 46 - 41 - 6,7 - 33,0 - 20,0
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 9,0 - L.h.: 8,8
Conformation: 7,5 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 8,5 - 9,0 - 8,0 = 8,02
Rideability: 7,5 - 8,0 - 5,0 - 8,5 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 8,0 = 7,36
Overall score: 7,62
Slow tölt: 7,5      Canter: 8,0
Rider: Gudmar Petursson

Sires 5 years

US2002102033 Ari from Nordurstjarna
Color: 4200 Palomino/light no markings
Breeder(s): Deborah Cook
Owner(s): Deborah Cook & Stephenie Surbey
F: US1995100721 AEgir from Klakahross
Ff: IS1988158436 Hrannar from Kýrholti
Fm: IS1987287576 Dãð from Hreiðúrborg
M: IS1983257095 Gullbrá from Vatnsleysu
Mf: IS1976157003 Hervar from Sauðárkróki
Mm: IS1974258502 Glóbrún from Vatnsleysu
Measure: 141 - 133 - 139 - 67 - 148 - 39 - 48 - 46 - 7,4 - 33,0 - 20,0
Mares 7 years and older

**IS1997288576 Sóley from Syðri- Reykjum**
Color: 1501 Chestnut no markings light mane and tail
Breeder(s):
F: IS1988188480 Geysir from Dalsmyndin
Ff: IS1976157003 Hervar from Sauðárkróki
Fm: IS1980237626 Tinna from Vatnsholti
M: IS1990288610 Hekla from Syðri-Reykjum 3
Mf: IS1984151003 Goði from Sauðárkróki
Mm: IS198225002 Gréta from Morastöðum
Measure: 135 - 132 - 62 - 142 - 27,0 - 16,5
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 8,3 - L.h.: 8,0
Conformation: 7,5 - 8,0 - 8,5 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 8,5 - 7,5 - 8,0 = 7,94
Rideability: 9,0 - 8,0 - 7,0 - 9,0 - 9,0 - 8,5 - 7,5 - 8,5 = 8,45
**Overall score: 8,25**
Slow tölt: 8,5      Canter: 8,0
Rider: Gudmar Petursson

**US1998202333 Sola from Helms Hill Farm**
Color: 2200 Brown no markings
Breeder(s): Anne Elwell
Owner(s): Shannon Fitzgerald
F: IS1985166002 Sindri from Garði
Ff: IS1964157001 Sörli from Sauðárkróki
Fm: IS1971265770 Glæða from Stóra-Dal
M: IS1989266130 Mánadís from Svalbarðseyri
Mf: IS1975176190 Máni from Ketilsstöðum
Mm: IS1975257009 Yrpa from Laufhóli
Measure: 135 - 132 - 64 - 145 - 26,5 - 17,0
Measure of feet: L.fr.: - L.h.: 
Conformation: 8,0 - 9,0 - 8,5 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 7,0 - 8,0 - 8,5 = 8,16
Rideability: 8,5 - 8,0 - 5,0 - 8,5 - 8,5 - 8,5 - 8,5 - 8,0 = 7,90
**Overall score: 8,00**
Slow tölt: 8,5      Canter: 8,0
Rider: Gudmar Petursson

**IS1997287005 Fiðla from Kjarri**
Color: 3700 Bay/dark no markings
Breeder(s): Páll Helgason
Owner(s): Claudia (Kelly) Anderson
US2000203065 Oskadis from Mill Farm
Color: 2200 Brown no markings
Breeder(s): Daniel Slott
Owner(s): Lori B. Leo
F: IS1983157018 Fjalar from Hafsteinsstöðum
Ff: IS1968157460 Hrafn from Holtsmúla
Fm: IS1973257340 Aska from Hafsteinsstöðum
M: IS1993225080 Ósk from Hrafnhólum
Mf: IS1979125040 Adam from Meðalfelli
Mm: IS1990225851 Milla from Melabergi
Measure: 142 - 141 - 65 - 147 - 28,0 - 18,0
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 9,0 - L.h.: 8,5
Conformation: 7,5 - 8,5 - 7,5 - 8,5 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 7,0 - 7,0 = 7,92
Rideability: 8,0 - 8,0 - 6,0 - 8,5 - 8,5 - 8,5 - 5,0 = 7,85
Overall score: 7,88
Slow tölt: 7,5  Canter: 8,0
Rider: Sigrun Brynjarsdottir

IS1999255417 Ögrun from Grafarkoti
Color: 2510 Black pinto
Breeder(s): Herdís Einarsdóttir
Owner(s): Margaret Brandt
F: IS1996158310 Svartbakur from Hólum
Ff: IS1968157460 Hrafn from Holtsmúla
Fm: IS1980255001 Kría from Lækjamóti
M: IS1986255102 Óregla from Grafarkoti
Mf: IS1981151001 Seifur from Sauðárkróki
Mm: IS1974225180 Róst from Mosfellsbæ
Measure: 136 - 135 - 64 - 145 - 26,0 - 17,0
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 8,1 - L.h.: 8,0
Conformation: 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 7,0 = 7,81
Rideability: 8,5 - 7,0 - 6,0 - 8,5 - 8,5 - 8,0 - 8,5 = 7,85
Overall score: 7,84
Slow tölt: 8,0  Canter: 8,0
Rider: Gudmar Petursson

IS1998265551 Díma from Akureyri
Color: 2500 Black no markings
Breeder(s): Sigrún Brynjarsdóttir  
Owner(s): S. Brynjarsdottir/J. Brickner  
F: IS1993188802 Númi from Þóroddsstöðum  
Ff: IS1988176100 Svar turf from Unalek  
Fm: IS1978288840 Glíma from Laugarvatni  
M: IS1986266160 Dama from Svalbarðseyri  
Mf: IS1977177002 Flosi from Brunnum  
Mm: IS1979257025 Snerra from Skúfsstöðum  
Measure: 140 - 137 - 68 - 150 - 26,0 - 17,0  
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 8,8 - L.h.: 8,8  
Conformation: 8,5 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,0 - 7,5 - 7,0 = 7,81  
Rideability: 8,0 - 7,0 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,5 = 7,79  
Overall score: 7,80  
Slow tölt: 7,5  Canter: 7,5  
Rider: Sigrun Brynjarsdottir

IS1998265002 Una from Kvíabekk  
Color: 0300 Grey/bay no markings  
Breeder(s): Andrés Kristinsson  
Owner(s): Claudia (Kelly) Anderson  
F: IS1993166920 Steinn from Hásavík  
Ff: IS1986151001 Álmur from Sauðárkróki  
Fm: IS1984265044 Urð from Hvassafelli  
M: IS1989265001 Stjarna from Kvíabekk  
Mf: IS1985165020 Vökull from Kvíabekk  
Mm: IS1982265059 Hera from Ólafsfirði  
Measure: 137 - 135 - 63 - 145 - 26,5 - 18,0  
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 8,0 - L.h.: 7,8  
Conformation: 8,0 - 8,5 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 7,0 - 7,5 - 7,5 = 7,88  
Rideability: 7,0 - 7,5 - 6,5 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 7,5 = 7,46  
Overall score: 7,63  
Slow tölt: 8,0  Canter: 8,0  
Rider: Gudmar Petursson

IS1995265893 Sara from Kommu  
Color: 3500 Bay no markings  
Breeder(s): Vilberg Jónsson  
Owner(s): Gloria and/or Vince Verrecchio  
F: IS1988165525 Höldur from Brún  
Ff: IS1983160002 Hrammur from Akureyri  
Fm: IS1981265031 Ósk from Brún  
M: IS1980256190 Maddama from Sunnuhlíð  
Mf:  
Mm:  
Measure: 139 - 138 - 66 - 148 - 27,0 - 19,0  
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 8,4 - L.h.: 8,4  
Conformation: 7,5 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 7,0 - 7,5 = 7,78  
Rideability: 7,5 - 7,5 - 5,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 = 7,36  
Overall score: 7,53  
Slow tölt: 7,0  Canter: 8,5  
Rider: Gloria Verrecchio
**IS2000288501 Hlóðyn from Torfastöðum**  
Color: 6510 Dark dun pinto  
Breeder(s): Drífa Kristjánsdóttir, Ólafur Einarsson  
Owner(s): Amber Parry  
F: IS1992157001 Hilmir from Sauðárkróki  
Ff: IS1974158602 Ófeigur from Flugumýri  
Fm: IS1979251001 Herva from Sauðárkróki  
M: IS1989257164 Hórn from Glæsibæ  
Mf: IS1982151001 Otur from Sauðárkróki  
Mm: IS1976257311 Kolfreyja from Glæsibæ  
Measure: 137 - 137 - 64 - 144 - 26,0 - 17,0  
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 8,5 - L.h.: 7,5  
Conformation: 7,5 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 6,5 = 7,87  
Rideability: 7,0 - 7,0 - 6,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 8,0 = 7,24  
**Overall score: 7,49**  
Slow tölt: 8,0  
Canter: 8,0  
Rider: Gudmar Petursson

**IS2000255412 Vár from Grafarkoti**  
Color: 8600 Silver dapple no markings  
Breeder(s): Herdís Einarsdóttir, Indriði Karlsson  
Owner(s): Sharon Johnson  
F: IS1992186060 Eiður from Oddhóli  
Ff: IS1973135980 Gáski from Hofsstöðum  
Fm: IS1982235020 Eiða from Skáney  
M: IS1992255416 Sál from Grafarkoti  
Mf: IS1984151101 Stígandi from Sauðárkróki  
Mm: IS1987255411 Ótta from Grafarkoti  
Measure: 140 - 138 - 64 - 144 - 27,0 - 17,0  
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 8,9 - L.h.: 8,5  
Conformation: 8,5 - 8,0 - 7,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 7,5 = 7,91  
Rideability: 7,0 - 7,5 - 5,5 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 7,5 = 7,22  
**Overall score: 7,49**  
Slow tölt: 7,5  
Canter: 8,0  
Rider: Gudmar Petursson

**IS1998255170 Aþena from Hrísum**  
Color: 5520 Buckskin with star  
Breeder(s): Fjölskyldubúið Hrísar.félag  
Owner(s): Pat and/or John Curtin  
F: IS1993157341 Kjölur from Hafsteinsstöðum  
Ff: IS1981157025 Kjarval from Sauðárkróki  
Fm: IS1982257122 Kylja from Kjartansstöðum  
M: IS19AA258968 Stjarna from Hafsteinsstöðum  
Mf: IS1992158287 Brúnó from Svaðastöðum  
Mm: IS19AA290282 Stjarna from Svaðastöðum  
Measure: 140 - 138 - 66 - 145 - 28,0 - 18,0  
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 8,1 - L.h.: 7,8  
Conformation: 7,5 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 7,5 - 8,5 - 7,0 - 7,5 - 7,0 = 7,72  
Rideability: 7,0 - 6,5 - 6,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 7,5 = 7,17  
**Overall score: 7,39**
**US1995200728 Vissa from Slettunni**

Color: 4200 Palomino/light no markings  
Breeder(s): Deborah Cook  
Owner(s):  
F: IS1985166002 Sindri from Garði  
Ff: IS1964157001 Sörli from Sauðárkróki  
Fm: IS1971265770 Glaða from Stóra-Dal  
M: IS1983257095 Gullbrá from Vatnsleysu  
Mf: IS1976157003 Hervar from Sauðárkróki  
Mm: IS1974258502 Glóbrún from Vatnsleysu  
Measure: 137 - 136 - 65 - 143 - 26,0 - 18,0  
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 8,1 - L.h.: 8,1  
Conformation: 7,0 - 7,0 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,0 - 7,0 = 7,32  
Rideability: 7,5 - 7,0 - 5,5 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 7,0 - 5,0 = 7,10  
**Overall score: 7,19**  
Rider: Sigrun Brynjarsdottir

**US1998256431 Sæbjörg from Hnjúkahlíð**  
Color: 2200 Brown no markings  
Breeder(s): Hrönn Hallsdóttir  
Owner(s): Hannelore Geyer  
F: IS1984165012 Hektor from Akureyri  
Ff: IS1976157003 Hervar from Sauðárkróki  
Fm: IS1975265482 Tinna from Akureyri  
M: IS1978257140 Sækatla from Sauðárkróki  
Mf: IS19ZZ166005 Börkur from Húsabakka  
Mm: IS1966257002 Hrafnkatla from Sauðárkróki  
Measure: 139 - 138 - 68 - 147 - 28,0 - 18,0  
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 8,1 - L.h.: 8,2  
Conformation: 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,5 - 7,5 - 7,0 - 7,0 - 7,5 - 8,0 = 7,64  
Rider: Hannelore Geyer

**Mares 6 years**

**US2001201756 Rodadis from Sand Meadow**  
Color: 1500 Chestnut no markings  
Breeder(s): Andrea S. and Steven T. Barber  
Owner(s): Andrea S. and Steven T. Barber  
F: IS1995187053 Garpur from Auðsholtshjáleigu  
Ff: IS1986186055 Orri from Þúfu  
Fm: IS1966257002 Hrafnkatla from Sauðárkróki  
M: IS1991256106 Hera from Hofi  
Mf: IS1976157003 Hervar from Sauðárkróki  
Mm: IS1985256002 Gjöta from Hofi  
Measure: 138 - 137 - 64 - 142 - 27,0 - 18,0
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 9,0 - L.h.: 9,0
Conformation: 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 9,0 - 6,5 = 8,06
Rideability: 8,0 - 7,5 - 5,5 - 8,5 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 = 7,60
Overall score: 7,78
Slow tölt: 8,0  Canter: 8,0
Rider: Gudmar Petursson

US2001201892 Fjola from Nordurstjarna
Color: 5510 Buckskin pinto
Breeder(s): Deborah Cook
Owner(s): Kristin and/or Mark Wood
F: IS1992157560 Glæsir from Húsey
Ff: IS1988157563 Snúður from Húsey
Fm: IS1983257016 Ljósbrá from Húsey
M: US1995200728 Vissa from Slettunni
Mf: IS1985166002 Sindri from Garði
Mm: IS1983257095 Gullbrá from Vatnsleysu
Measure: 140 - 138 - 64 - 147 - 27,0 - 18,0
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 8,1 - L.h.: 8,7
Conformation: 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 7,0 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 7,0 = 7,64
Rideability: 7,5 - 7,5 - 5,0 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 7,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 = 7,16
Overall score: 7,35
Slow tölt: 7,0  Canter: 7,0
Rider: Gunnar Eggertsson

US2001201894 Elding from Nordurstjarna
Color: 7510 Blue dun pinto
Breeder(s): Deborah Cook
Owner(s): Deborah Cook
F: IS1990157003 Galsi from Sauðárkróki
Ff: IS1974158602 Ófeigur from Flugumýri
Fm: IS1980257000 Gnótt from Sauðárkróki
M: IS1997265370 Veisla from Hraukbæ
Mf: IS1981157025 Kjarval from Sauðárkróki
Mm: IS19AB265285 Fiðla from Hraukbæ
Measure: 133 - 129 - 63 - 142 - 26,5 - 17,0
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 6,8 - L.h.: 6,7
Conformation: 7,0 - 8,0 - 7,0 - 7,5 - 7,5 - 7,0 - 7,0 - 6,5 = 7,40
Rideability: 7,0 - 7,5 - 5,0 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 7,0 - 9,0 = 7,06
Overall score: 7,20
Slow tölt: 6,5  Canter: 7,5
Rider: Tamara Johnson

US2001203419 Gerda from Eagle River Farm
Color: 3510 Bay pinto
Breeder(s): Kimberlee DeWall
Owner(s): Anna M. DeWall
F: IS1992157560 Glæsir from Húsey
Ff: IS1988157563 Snúður from Húsey
Fm: IS1983257016 Ljósbrá from Húsey
M: IS1991237918 Hera from Hítarnesi
Mf: IS1968135570 Ófeigur from Hvanneyri
Mares 5 years

US2002202606 Thokadis from Winterhorse Park
Color: 1500 Chestnut no markings
Breeder(s): Barbara A. and Daniel J. Riva
Owner(s): Barbara A. and Daniel J. Riva
F: IS1991135551 Prößtur from Innri-Skeljabrekku
Ff: IS1986157700 Kveikur from Miðsitju
Fm: IS1973235549 Glóa from Innri-Skeljabrekku
M: IS1995255415 Mær from Grafarkoti
Mf: IS1981157025 Kjarval from Sauðárkróki
Mm: IS1989255950 Assa from Grafarkoti
Measure: 142 - 141 - 64 - 149 - 28,0 - 18,0
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 7,9 - L.h.: 8,0
Conformation: 7,0 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 8,5 - 9,0 - 7,5 - 7,0 - 7,5 = 7,74
Rider: Alexandra Pregitzer

US2002202201 Vina from Curtis
Color: 1500 Chestnut no markings
Breeder(s): Curtis Icelandic Horse Ranch
Owner(s): Nancy and Millard Johnson
F: IS1990187289 Faldur from Tóftum
Ff: IS1982187035 Angi from Laugarvatni
Fm: IS1983287003 Hrísla from Laugarvatni
M: IS1986265505 Von from Höskuldsstöðum
Mf: IS1967186102 Þáttur from Kirkjubæ
Mm: IS1979265503 Hrafntinna from Höskuldsstöðum
Measure: 138 - 138 - 66 - 151 - 29,0 - 18,5
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 7,9 - L.h.: 8,0
Conformation: 7,0 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 8,5 - 9,0 - 7,5 - 7,0 - 7,5 = 7,74
Rider: Alexandra Pregitzer

US2002202605 Theysa from Winterhorse Park
Color: 1500 Chestnut no markings
Breeder(s): Barbara A. and Daniel J. Riva
Owner(s): Barbara A. and Daniel J. Riva
F: IS1991135551 Prößtur from Innri-Skeljabrekku
Ff: IS1986157700 Kveikur from Miðsitju
Fm: IS1973235549 Glóa from Innri-Skeljabrekku
M: IS1995255417 Óvissa from Grafarkoti
Mf: IS1984151101 Stígandi from Sauðárkróki
Mm: IS1986255102 Óregla from Grafarkoti
Measure: 139 - 138 - 63 - 148 - 28,0 - 17,0
Mares 4 years

**US2003202641 Pia from Winterhorse Park**
Color: 2200 Brown no markings  
Breeder(s): Barbara A. Riva  
Owner(s): Barbara A. and Daniel J. Riva  
F: IS1990155603 Fjalar from Bjargshólí  
Ff: IS1983151001 Glaður from Sauðárkróki  
Fm: IS1993255027 Perla from Stóru-Ásgeirsá  
M: IS1989184551 Þorri from Þúfu  
Mm: IS1986255021 Snór from Stóru-Ásgeirsá  
Measure: 138 - 136 - 64 - 140 - 27,0 - 17,0  
Conformation: 9,0 - 8,5 - 7,5 - 8,5 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,5 = 8,16  
Rider: Alexandra Pregitzer

**US2003202429 Aradis from Hillvale**
Color: 2500 Black no markings  
Breeder(s): Karen Barr Duffy  
Owner(s): Karen Barr Duffy  
F: IS1991135551 Þröstur from Innri-Skeljabrekku  
Ff: IS1986157700 Kveikur from Miðsitju  
Fm: IS1991284514 Hreyfing from Syðri-Úlfsstöðum  
M: IS1985186014 Mánatindur from Syðri-Úlfsstöðum  
Mm: IS1982284517 Pyrla from Syðri-Úlfsstöðum  
Measure: 138 - 136 - 66 - 146 - 28,0 - 17,0  
Conformation: 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 7,5 - 8,0 = 7,85  
Rider: Gudmar Petursson

**US2003203448 Gloa from Destiny Farm**
Color: 3500 Bay no markings  
Breeder(s): Pamela Ann Merlo  
Owner(s): Karen and Ted Kromer  
F: IS1990113551 Prödstur from Innri-Skeljabrekku  
Ff: IS1986157700 Kveikur from Miðsitju  
Fm: IS1973235549 Glóa from Innri-Skeljabrekku  
M: IS1990286581 Rakel from Hárlaugsstöðum  
Mf: IS1977157350 Feykir from Hafsteinsstöðum  
Mm: IS1974286582 Prinsessa from Hárlaugsstöðum  
Measure: 143 - 142 - 66 - 149 - 28,0 - 18,0  
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 8,0 - L.h.: 7,7
Conformation: 7,5 - 7,5 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 7,5 = 7,71
Rider: Gudmar Petursson

**US2003202438 Glytja from Winterhorse Park**
Color: 1520 Chestnut with star
Breeder(s): Barbara A. and Daniel J. Riva
Owner(s): Barbara A. and Daniel J. Riva
F: IS1990155603 Fjalur from Bjarghóli
Ff: IS1983151001 Glaður from Sauðárkróki
Fm: IS1973286002 Fenja from Stóra-Hofi
M: IS1992288624 Gígja from Dalsmynni
Mf: IS1986157700 Kveikur from Miðsitju
Mm: IS1981237005 Litla-Ljótt from Vatnsholti
Measure: 138 - 137 - 62 - 143 - 29,0 - 18,0
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 8,0 - L.h.: 7,6
Conformation: 8,0 - 7,5 - 7,0 - 8,0 - 8,5 - 8,0 - 7,0 - 7,0 = 7,69
Rider: Alexandra Pregitzer

**Offspring/geldings**

**IS1991155410 Kraftur from Grafarkoti**
Color: 2500 Black no markings
Breeder(s): Indriði Karlsson
Owner(s): Barbara A. and Daniel J. Riva
F: IS1985187007 Reykur from Hofúti
Ff: IS1974158602 Ófeigur from Flugumýri
Fm: IS1964158701 Tinna from Hveragerði
M: IS1972237267 Hjálp from Stykkishólmi
Mf: IS1964157001 Sörli from Sauðárkróki
Mm: IS19ZZ237001 Sóta from Innra-Leiti
Measure: 140 - 139 - 68 - 147 - 29,5 - 19,5
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 8,3 - L.h.: 7,9
Conformation: 7,5 - 7,5 - 7,0 - 7,5 - 8,5 - 7,0 - 8,0 = 7,52
Rideability: 7,5 - 7,5 - 5,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 8,5 = 7,29
**Overall score: 7,38**
Slow tölt: 7,5  Canter: 8,5
Rider: Alexandra Pregitzer

**US2003102547 Grimur from Stone Fences Farm**
Color: 3300 Bay no markings
Breeder(s): Tizza Meyer
Owner(s): Tizza Meyer
F: IS1990155603 Fjalur from Bjarghóli
Ff: IS1983151001 Glaður from Sauðárkróki
Fm: IS1973286002 Fenja from Stóra-Hofi
M: IS1990258008 Dakóta from Sigríðarstöðum
Mf: IS1986186102 Drómi from Kirkjubae
Mm: IS19ZZ258674 Glóbá from Sigríðarstöðum
Measure: 140 - 140 - 64 - 145 - 28,0 - 18,0
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 7,5 - L.h.: 7,5
Conformation: 8,5 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,5 - 7,5 - 7,5 - 7,0 - 8,0 = 7,87
Rider: Alexandra Pregitzer